
REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY - PREP CHECKLIST

Hello and thanks for downloading this template. My goal is to offer you an easy guide for 
you to stage your home, so the photoshoot can showcase it in its best light. This way, I’ll 
be able to produce the highest quality images to impress potential buyers and create a 
genuine interest in your listing. This will also ensure that the photoshoot goes smoother 
and faster.

GENERAL PREPARATION

Stage your home at least 24h prior to the photoshoot.

Clean and tidy-up all the rooms. Don’t forget windows and mirrors!

Remove / re-place / stage all the larger items that require it (I may move 
small items to improve photo composition, like flowers or decorative objects, but 
the rest must be done beforehand).

Simplicity is usually best when staging. Simple but classy and with character is 
better than overdone.

With character but not personal: depersonalize every room (especially 
teenagers) .

Secure or remove pets. I love them, but they can’t be in the photos! And there 
will be a lot of gear around.

For technical, safety and efficiency reasons, it is better if there’s no one around 
when I’m shooting.

Declutter every room.

Before I arrive, switch on every indoor light and open curtains to let in as much 
light as possible.
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REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY - PREP CHECKLIST

EXTERIOR PREPARATION

Remove dead plants, leaves and branches from lawns.

Mow the lawns (24h prior, preferably).  Declutter.

Trim and tidy shrubs / plants as these can be distracting in a photograph.

Remove papers from front lawn.

Remove toys, hoses, tools and garbage bins (they can go in the garage or sides of 
the house).

Move vehicles / boats into garage or off the property.

If possible, also move cars from the street in front of the home. We want as clear a 
view as possible of your property.

Turn off sprinklers. Do not water the day of the shoot to prevent puddles on 
pavement.

Prep pool and spa. If you have a pool and/or spa, please have them clean with covers 
removed. For spas, provide instructions to the realtor on how to turn it on.

Prep water features. If you have fountains, waterfalls, etc., please clean them and 
provide instructions to the realtor on how to turn them on.

Remove for-sale sign. The for-sale sign should be removed from the property (if 
possible) by the realtor if it has already been installed. Visible signs violate MLS photo 
rules, and they can’t always be edited out. It’s best to schedule sign installation for after 
the photoshoot.

Clean patio furniture. Dust and remove cobwebs from all outdoor furniture. Do not 
hose down your furniture the day of your shoot, since this can create puddles.

Turn on ALL outdoor lighting, including pool / spa lights.
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REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY - PREP CHECKLIST

INTERIOR PREPARATION

DECLUTTER KITCHEN: a few decorative items on the counters are ok (i.e. fruit bowl), 
but remove ALL items like cleaning supplies, floor mats, cooking utensils, etc.

Declutter fridge door too (magnets, sticky notes, photos…).

DECLUTTER BATHROOMS: hide all personal / hygiene items. Remove bath mats, 
garbage bins. 

Hang a clean towel neatly on the towel rack and make sure toilet seats are down. 
Decorative soaps, candles, flowers are preferred.

BEDROOMS: make the beds with your best linen and straighten pillows.

Ensure that the bed-side lamps are working and switched on.

Remove garbage bins and children’s toys. Put away all personal items.

LIVING ROOMS: place the furniture in the most aesthetically pleasing position.

Put away remote controls, gaming consoles, toys. Hide electrical cords when 
possible.

ENTRYWAYS: remove shoes, umbrellas and other items from entryways.

Open all curtains / shades with appealing outdoor views.

Make sure ALL the lights are turned on and, please, replace all burned-out bulbs 24h 
before the photoshoot.

Please, make sure all the ceiling fans are turned OFF.
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REAL ESTATE PHOTOGRAPHY - PREP CHECKLIST

TWILIGHT PREPARATION

If you have scheduled a twilight session, the following items are of extreme importance to 
ensure a proper photoshoot. Twilight sessions have a very narrow time window to capture the 
optimal sunset lighting , so please, make sure all these items are prepared before I arrive. Thank 
you!

Turn on ALL interior and exterior lights. All lights throughout the property need 
to be turned on. Please, replace all burned-out bulbs at least 24 hours before the 
photoshoot.

Turn on spas and remove covers. If you have a spa, remove the cover, and turn 
it before I arrive. Turn on the lights in the spa as well.

Turn on pool lights. If you have a pool, turn on the pool lights before I arrive.

Turn on water features. If you have fountains, waterfalls, or similar water 
features, please turn them on before I arrive.

Stage rooms with views. If there are rooms with great outdoor views of the 
sunset, have them ready (open curtains / shades) for a photo looking towards 
the windows / balconies.

Thank you so much for your time and your patience going through this checklist. I can’t wait 
to shoot your property and help you get the best offers for it.

If you have any questions, feel free to contact me anytime.

   Pedro Quijada                                     

www.optimallightphotography.com

info@optimallightphotography.com

Tel: (480) - 570 - 9070
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